
Entire Jaar Vocabulary

Loc IPA
ja ʝɑː I, me, we, us, the speaker, (all those speaking) — e.g. from the Point of View of the speaker or speech act
ju ʝuː you, yous, the audience, those listening — e.g. from the Point of View of all those who hear or correspond
per pər those neither speaking nor listening (but capable of speech)

DOC1 IPA Symbol Gesture

 ar ɑːr yes I say the modality of confidence [on this  speech act] is 100% 
positive. (I agree with myself.)

+ nod

 su suː yes We agree. It is agreed. It is traditionally accepted. ++ nod

 ti tiː probably Likely, might, shall (modality of confidence above 50% positive) ~

 ma mɑː possible Can, could, may (modality of confidence above 0% positive) ^

 no noʊ no The modality of confidence [on this  speech act] is 100%  negative. - - shake

 ra ra or ɹa mmh, no The attempt has failed – can imply try again. - shake

1st  speaker: ja ar! == I say I am maximally certain I speak.  = (Greetings, I am speaking Jaar) Hello! 
2nd speaker: ar ja! == I am maximally certain I say I am speaking.  = (Greetings, I am speaking Jaar) Hello! 
Both seakers: ja su! ==   (We agree to use Jaar to converse.) = Yes, we speak Jaar! 

The interrogative particle czy  (t͡ʂi) 
Makes any sentence or part of an utterance into a question.
czy ja right? == Am I right? = Am I speaking right?
czy ju ma falsch? == Perhaps you are mistaken? = Maybe you mispoke?
czy per ti po polsku? == Are they likely to speak Polish?

1 DOC = degree of certainty - See Birthing Jaar  as the foundational document for the pidgin midwifery constructed language Jaar.
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czy ar hotel? == Is this the hotel? == (I ask) or (Am I saying) is this the hotel?
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